Tweet from the Editor
@ClarenceDelCastillo

Dear young learner,

In this issue of Value Tweets, we focus on the importance of the people in our community and
how each and everyone has an important job and mission to fulfill if we are to have a peaceful, happy, healthy,
and progressive society.
We also look at the value of selflessness and consider actions that will be for the benefit of everyone. When we
consider the needs of others before our own, then faith in humanity is restored.
It is our hope that this issue of Value Tweets will inspire you to become your best self and always be compassionate
towards your fellowmen.
Your friend,
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Home

Detective Juan:

Finding the Missing Puppy
Detective Juan is an amazing investigator in the town of Mapayapa.
He can decode information, locate clues, and find missing things.
He is loved by his friends and neighbors.

One day, a crying girl rushed to
Detective Juan. She lost her puppy in
the woods and she cannot find her pet.
Immediately, Detective Juan went to
the forest and started looking for clues.
Can you help Detective Juan find the
missing puppy?

In the woods, Detective Juan saw different animal
tracks. Using his magnifying glass, he carefully
inspected them. The first animal track he saw was…

Do you think this is made by the missing
puppy?
Detective Juan followed the animal track and
saw a duckling!
Nope! It is not the animal he is looking for.
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So, Dectective Juan went to the eastern
side of the woods, he saw another
animal track…
Do you think this is made by the
missing puppy?
Detective Juan followed the animal
track and saw a goat.

Nope! It is not the animal he is looking for.
Eventhough it is almost noontime, Detective Juan
continued to search for the puppy.
He saw another animal track…

Do you think this is made by the
missing puppy?
Detective Juan followed the animal
track and saw a frog!
Nope! It is not the animal he is
looking for.
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It is already late in the afternoon but Detective Juan continued to search for the missing puppy.
Finally, he reached the northern side of the woods near the pond. There are beautiful flowers around the
pond. In one corner, Detective Juan saw another animal track.

Do you think this is made by the missing puppy?
Slowly, Detective Juan crawled under the bush and he saw a cute little brown puppy sleeping! Detective
Juan said, “Maybe this puppy ran away and got lost here in the forest. I am sure that this is the little girl’s
pet.”

Detective Juan gently carried the puppy
and brought him to the little girl. Both the
puppy and the little girl are so happy after
seeing each other. The puppy wagged its
tail and went to Detective Juan as a way of
saying “Thank you!”
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Gallery
Do you see the doodle
of community helpers?
They are the people
who keep our
community safe and
sacrifice their time so
that we can have a
happy and healthy life.
Let us thank and love
them for all the good
things that they have
done for us.

Can you also
draw other
community
helpers that
we need to
thank? Draw
them inside
the heart.
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Doodle I t!

Broadcast
Have Faith in Our Community Helpers!

Let us Love Them!

Community helpers are the people we see in our community who constantly care for us. They do
difficult things for us like clean the surroundings, teach us, prepare our meals, protect us from bad
people, and even take care of us when we are sick.
Let us identify some of them:

Teachers teach us
good values, share their
knowledge, and train
us to have important
life skills. Let us respect
and love our teachers.

Traffic enforcers, policemen, and
security guards maintain peace and
protect us from bad people. Let us
thank and love them.

Doctors and nurses assist us when we
are sick and when we are not feeling
well. Let us thank and love them.
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Construction workers and engineers
build strong houses, bridges, and
roads so that we can have a beautiful
and safe place to live in. Let us thank
and love them.

Farmers plant and produce food
for the community. Let us thank
and love them.

Can you think of other community helpers that we
need to thank and love? Write them inside the box.
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